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Toward a Feminist Social Media Vulnerability Taxonomy
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Vulnerability intimately shapes the lived human experience and continues to gain attention in computer-
supported cooperative work and human-computer interaction scholarship broadly, and in social media studies
specifically. Social media comprise sociotechnical affordances that may uniquely shape lived experiences with
vulnerability, rendering existing frameworks inadequate for comprehensive examinations of vulnerability as
mediated on social media. Through interviews with social media users in the United States (N = 20) and drawing
on feminist conceptualizations of vulnerability and social media disclosure and privacy scholarship, we propose
a feminist taxonomy of social media vulnerability (FSMV). The FSMV taxonomy reflects vulnerability sources,
states, and valences, within which we introduce the state of networked vulnerability and ambivalent, desired,
and undesired valences. We describe how social media enable forms of vulnerability different from in-person
settings, challenge framings that synonymize vulnerability with risk/harm, and facilitate interdisciplinary
theory-building. Additionally, we discuss how networked, ambivalent, and un/desired vulnerability extend
and diverge from prior work to create a theoretically rich taxonomy that is useful for future work on social
media and vulnerability. Finally, we discuss implications for design related to granular control over profile,
content, and privacy settings, as well as implications for platform accountability, as they pertain to social
media vulnerability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
“I define vulnerability as uncertainty, risk, and emotional exposure. To be human is to be
in vulnerability.” – Brené Brown

Vulnerability is a fundamental condition of humanity, yet experiences of vulnerability can differ
widely in implication and impact. For example, a person may feel vulnerable sharing intimate
information about themselves with a new romantic partner. In addition, historically disenfranchised
social groups may feel vulnerable to institutions, such as undocumented immigrants who may
feel vulnerable in interactions with government officials. As vulnerability pervades diverse social
contexts, common and scholarly definitions and characteristics abound. Often, vulnerability appears
aligned with exposure to violence, risk of harm, and subjugation.
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Conceptualizations of vulnerability impact how scholars interpret and analyze vulnerability as
well as how they engage in research or design with those whom they deem vulnerable. Scholar-
ship in computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) and human-computer interaction (HCI)
explicitly and implicitly invoke vulnerability to describe individual and population-wide sensitive
experiences with respect to technology use. There are numerous examples of CSCW and HCI
papers and workshops designed to unpack the concept of vulnerability [10, 29, 55, 73, 74, 88] and
provide guidance on conducting ethical research [10, 29, 73, 77] and design processes for and with
“vulnerable populations” [29, 46, 55, 73, 106, 112]. For example, McDonald and Forte [74] argue for
vulnerability, understood as susceptibility to privacy violations, as a useful concept for advancing
online privacy theorization. However, workshops and papers in CSCW and HCI rarely explicitly
define vulnerability. Implicitly, they invoke vulnerability as synonymous with a heightened poten-
tial to experience physical, emotional, or even financial harm [29, 46] or refer to entire populations
as vulnerable, such as survivors of domestic abuse and immigrants [73].

We argue that while such conceptualizations of vulnerability are valid, they are partial in several
ways. For one, framing vulnerability as synonymous with harm ignores understandings of vulnera-
bility as potentially beneficial. The framing of vulnerability as harm thus limits our understanding
of how individuals and social groups perceive and experience the totality of vulnerability online.
Additionally, how researchers classify entire social groups as vulnerable is a critical question
that motivates this study’s investigation into how individuals themselves perceive and experience
vulnerability in the context of their interactions with and on social media platforms.

Scholarship on constructs relevant to social computing, such as disclosure, privacy, and self-
presentation begins to expand conceptualizations of vulnerability. Work on disclosure on social
media suggests that being visible and sharing about oneself, particularly one’s identity, on various
platforms can carry both risks and benefits. For example, disclosing or making visible a stigmatized
identity or experience can facilitate outcomes such as emotional support, social connection, and
destigmatization [3, 9, 15, 45], as well as harassment, judgment, and relationship strain [5, 115]. The
finding that beneficial outcomes, such as destigmatization, can extend beyond individuals and have
social ramifications further complicates this tension [3, 15]. In combination, these areas of scholar-
ship can be leveraged to position vulnerability (as it pertains to identity and self-presentation) as not
only inclusive of but extending beyond harm, as well as carrying individual and social ramifications.
Despite the insightful dialectical understandings of vulnerability found in disclosure, privacy, and
self-presentation scholarship, CSCW and HCI scholarship lacks a systematic classification of vul-
nerability that accounts for vulnerability’s complexity (e.g., sources and compounding factors, such
as marginality) in sociotechnical systems, such as social media. Moreover, while disclosure, privacy,
and self-presentation scholarship considers risk and benefit in interpersonal interactions mediated
by sociotechnical systems, these perspectives do not yet consider how people may experience risk
and/or benefit in their interactions with these sociotechnical systems themselves.
Developing a more robust and nuanced understanding of perceptions of and experiences with

vulnerability on social media is ontologically valuable. For one, it has the potential to directly shape
how CSCW and HCI scholarship classifies, interacts with, and understands various individuals’
and groups’ interactions with and on social media platforms. Moreover, as social media platforms
become ingrained into our lives as sources of entertainment, information, connection, and even
income, it becomes necessary to contend with the ways sociotechnical environments may uniquely
shape vulnerability across diverse individuals and social groups. As such, in this paper, we address
the following central research question:

How do individuals perceive and experience vulnerability in their encounters with and on
social media?
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While vulnerability has and will always exist in face-to-face settings, we focus specifically on what
makes social media a unique context, including but not limited to opportunities for vulnerability
across time and space, platform policies and practices, and algorithms that shape experiences on
social media.
Given our interest in the ways identity informs social media vulnerability perceptions and

experiences, we ground our understanding of vulnerability in scholarship on disclosure, privacy,
and self-presentation within HCI, CSCW, and computer-mediated communication (CMC) fields.
Moreover, feminist philosophy is a helpful lens for its attention to social positionality and identity
as influential to vulnerability [93]. Thus, we draw from feminist philosophical frameworks [70] in
tandem with social computing work to investigate the interplay between sociotechnical environ-
ments, identity, and vulnerability. Bridging these perspectives contributes to a unified framework
of social media vulnerability, which in turn contributes to a more cohesive body of scholarship and
advances theorization of vulnerability.
We propose a feminist taxonomy of social media vulnerability (FSMV), drawing from in-depth

interviews with United States-based social media users. Aligned with arguments for studying social
media experiences across platforms [117], we draw from individuals’ experiences with vulnerability
across their social media ecosystems. The FSMV taxonomy (1) extends extant taxonomic categories
of vulnerability sources and states from feminist philosophy [70] to the social media context; (2)
introduces the source of sociotechnical situational vulnerability as well as the state of networked
vulnerability; and (3) contributes a new category of vulnerability: valences, inclusive of ambivalent1,
desired, and undesired vulnerability. Moreover, the FSMV taxonomy draws on recent scholarship
explicating platform-perpetrated and -enabled harms [100] to consider platforms and algorithmic
systems as actors bearing on vulnerability, as well as contexts that undergird vulnerability. The
FSMV illustrates how perceptions of platforms, platform governance (e.g., shadowbanning), and
algorithmic outcomes (e.g., algorithmic symbolic annihilation [5]) may shape unique social media
environments that exacerbate existing vulnerabilities and create new ones.
Through our analysis and taxonomy development, we contribute a definition of social media

vulnerability as a condition of openness to affecting/being affected by other actors that is (1) per-
ceived through networked interactions, (2) perpetrated or enabled by individual and sociotechnical
actors (i.e., users and platforms, including algorithms, affordances, and policies), (3) informed by
factors including identity, social positionality, and stigma, and (4) may be perceived as un/desired
or met with ambivalence by an individual.

We conclude by discussing possibilities for future CSCW and HCI research that invokes the FSMV
taxonomy, including implications for researchers engaging with vulnerability and “vulnerable”
populations in relation to social media. This taxonomy is attentive to both individual experience
and perception as well as social positionality and sociotechnical actors, and it provides a unified
lens through which to view identity visibility and self-presentation behaviors on social media
across disciplines. In addition to implications for research, we draw from the FMSV to highlight
considerations for design, related to more granular control over content visibility and consumption,
profile visibility, and default privacy settings, as well as for platform governance.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
We draw from feminist philosophy, CSCW, HCI, and CMC scholarship to review current under-
standings of vulnerability. Drawing from feminist philosophical work helps us understand how

1As we discuss, we draw on Gilson’s [47] framing of vulnerability as ambivalent openness to affecting and being affected by
others in face-to-face contexts to inform the valence category of social media vulnerability as ambivalent.
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social identity and positionality interact with vulnerability perceptions and experiences. Addition-
ally, CSCW, HCI, and CMC work informs how sociotechnical environments and affordances may
uniquely shape vulnerability. Thus, we draw on visibility in social media, social computing, and
HCI scholarship to bridge interpersonal processes and sociotechnical contexts and consider both in
combination through the lens of vulnerability.

2.1 Vulnerability in Feminist Theory
Feminist philosophers have developed vocabulary around vulnerability to question who is dispro-
portionately affected by and who bears responsibility for vulnerability. Broadly, feminist philosophy
has tended to emphasize vulnerability’s relationship to violence, weakness, and subjugation, though
contemporary scholars have critiqued this association (see [102] for review). We draw on a feminist
taxonomy of vulnerability, developed by Mackenzie et al. [70], as a context-sensitive framework
against which to consider social media vulnerability [93].This taxonomy was developed in part to
provide tools for context-sensitive analysis of vulnerability [93], and has been applied to this end
[41], and in part to expand notions of vulnerability within research ethics [65].
Mackenzie et al.’s [70] taxonomy suggests that experiences of vulnerability, understood as sus-

ceptibility to harm, exist along source and state dimensions. Sources refers to the entities that give
rise to an individual’s experiences of vulnerability. The body, for instance, is an inherent source of
vulnerability, while specific social, political, and economic contexts are situational sources of vul-
nerability. Finally, other humans give rise to vulnerability and are referred to as pathogenic sources.
States include dispositional vulnerability, or vulnerability that is “not yet or not likely to become
sources of harm” [70], as well as occurrent vulnerability, which refers to vulnerability that is enacted
against an individual and which “require[s] immediate action to limit harm” [70]. Mackenzie et al.
[70] provide the example that fertile people capable of giving birth are dispositionally vulnerable
to complications in pregnancy and childbirth. Factors including access to medical care, physical
health, and norms around childbirth inform whether this vulnerability becomes occurrent for a
pregnant person.

This feminist philosophical taxonomy [70] has two significant strengths for the present project.
First, it begins to challenge paternalistic assumptions of “vulnerable populations” by proposing
inherent vulnerability, which acknowledges that all humans are vulnerable to some degree by virtue
of our human needs (e.g., food, shelter, human connection). Second, it holds space for analysis via
an identity and social positionality lens, as its framing of both sources and states acknowledges
how various facets of the individual and the social worlds inform vulnerability.
Despite these strengths, Mackenzie et al.’s [70] taxonomy maintains an association between

vulnerability and violence by conceptualizing vulnerability as facilitating harm. Other feminist
philosophical works challenge the overdetermination of vulnerability as tied to harm. Gilson, for
example, defines vulnerability in offline contexts generally as a “condition of openness to being
affected and affecting” [47], and as such positions vulnerability as ambivalent and potentially
affecting one in both positive and negative ways. Conceptualizing vulnerability as potentially
enabling and limiting, she argues, challenges emphases on the avoidance of vulnerability and
intimates the emancipatory potential of vulnerability when conceived of as openness or ambivalence
[47]. Petherbridge [86] draws on Gilson [47] and similarly positions vulnerability as an “openness
to the other” [86]. In so doing, Petherbridge [86] responds to criticisms that feminist perspectives
equating vulnerability with violence perpetuate paternalism by aligning vulnerability with passivity
and positioning “vulnerable” groups as lacking agency. Thus, these works argue that expanding
vulnerability to a condition of “openness” to affecting and being affected by other actors creates room
for additional conceptualizations of vulnerability, such as vulnerability as facilitating resistance
[25, 102].
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While a thorough review of vulnerability as resistance is beyond the scope of this paper, we note
Butler’s [25] recent work on vulnerability as influential in this tradition. Although Butler’s earlier
work that aligns vulnerability with violence has received criticism [86], her more recent work
engages vulnerability “as a deliberate exposure to power” [25] and positions such vulnerability as
deeply imbricated in political resistance. Schwartz [102] draws on a similar understanding in her
analysis of selfies as a “reclaiming” of feminine vulnerability. This shift enables vulnerability to be
considered as both exposure and precarity as well as agentic, marking an openness similar to that
noted by Petherbridge [86] and Gilson [47].

Feminist framings of vulnerability thus maintain attention to the ways that social positionality
and the human condition affect experiences of vulnerability, as well as how vulnerability may be
leveraged to resist and challenge structures of power. In the following section, we review how
CSCW and HCI scholarship has framed vulnerability, how theories of disclosure and privacy enable
considerations of vulnerability as openness, and how an understanding of social media vulnerability
grounded in feminist philosophy may similarly include vulnerability as resistance to power.

2.2 Vulnerability in CSCW and HCI
CSCW and HCI scholarship often frame vulnerability in terms of risk or harm, though work on
online disclosure and interpersonal privacy in sociotechnical contexts implies that vulnerability
may enable both risk/harm and reward/benefit. Scholarship on online disclosure, particularly
stigmatized disclosure, further highlights how individual identity and social positionality influence
perceived and experienced vulnerability, as well as how characteristics of online spaces facilitate
outcomes of vulnerability. In this section, we briefly review these bodies of work to explore the
possibility of a more inclusive understanding of vulnerability in CSCW and HCI. In highlighting
attributes of social media that shape vulnerability, we also make space for an understanding of
vulnerability that is explicitly grounded in a sociotechnical context.

2.2.1 Vulnerability as harm. Perspectives in social media, CSCW, and HCI scholarship tend to
conceptualize vulnerability partially through the lenses of risk and harm. For instance, Pierce et
al. [88] and McDonald and Forte [74] argue for centering vulnerability in understanding risks to
online privacy and security and thus align vulnerability with the threat of harm. Recent typologies
of online harm similarly suggest that the severity of harm experienced online is influenced by the
target’s vulnerability (or marginalization), further establishing linkages between vulnerability and
harm [14]. Scheuerman et al. [98], for instance, position vulnerability as a dimension of online harm
severity to capture the perception that harm against certain groups judged to be more vulnerable
(e.g., children, animals) is more severe than against others deemed less vulnerable (e.g., adults).
Moreover, across countries, individuals perceive harms against “vulnerable groups” (e.g., children)
online to be particularly severe [59].
While these conceptualizations reiterate the link between vulnerability and harm, which we

argue is a somewhat partial view of vulnerability, such framings are valuable in identifying the
types of harm that may result from vulnerability on social media. Recent work addresses the
potential for online environments to replicate the heightened vulnerability that marginalized folks
experience offline through the concept of sociotechnical harms2 [100]. In so doing, Schoenebeck &
Blackwell [100] offer platform-perpetrated harms, or “those perpetrated by the design of platforms,”
and platform-enabled harms, “those facilitated by platforms but perpetrated by users or groups,” as
interrelated categories that identify platforms as actors and as contexts [100]. This differentiation
aids in holding platforms accountable for harms incurred through policies and procedures such
2Sociotechnical harms are “online content or activity that inflicts psychological damage towards a person or community
that compromises their ability to participate safely and equitably” [100].
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as shadowbanning [11, 12], content moderation [44], and the amplification of distressing content
[89]. Specifying platform-enabled harms highlights how platform architecture, including features,
algorithms, and affordances, can enable interpersonal harm and amplify individual vulnerabilities.3

2.2.2 Vulnerability as risk and reward. Perspectives on self-presentation and disclosure, often used
in CSCW and HCI scholarship, complicate associations between vulnerability and harm. Disclosure
and privacy, two related research areas, implicitly invoke the concept of vulnerability through
a dialectic approach that highlights tension between opposing but equally valid and possible
outcomes. Dialectical disclosure theories, for example, center the tension between concealing
and revealing information, as both are decisions informed by perceptions of disclosure risks (e.g.,
security, stigma, face, relational, and role risks) and benefits (e.g., self-expression, self-clarification,
catharsis, relational closeness, and social support) [2, 17, 30, 35, 38, 80, 85, 87, 105].
Both disclosure and nondisclosure of personal information can mitigate and heighten vulnera-

bility. Disclosure is apt at “reducing the risk that our interactions will be fraught with misunder-
standings and failed expectations” [33]. For example, in the context of mental illness, disclosures
can illustrate how mental illness affects daily life and facilitate understanding in interactions [43].
However, disclosure may also increase risks, such as rejection [33], harassment, or shaming [43],
such that disclosure may increase perceived vulnerability. Conversely, nondisclosure can help peo-
ple avoid potentially negative reactions to their disclosures, but may also foreclose opportunities
for social support exchange [4]. Perspectives on disclosure and self-presentation thus implicitly
align more closely with vulnerability as openness to affecting or being affected by others than
vulnerability as solely harm.

Further, risk-reward perspectives underscore the connection between social positionality and
vulnerability. A full review of social media scholarship on disclosure and marginality is beyond the
scope of this article; however, marginalized communities and those whose identities are stigmatized
[38] may experience heightened vulnerability in the form of risk and uncertainty [6, 15, 19, 51, 103].
For example, Andalibi & Forte [6] investigated the social media disclosure decision-making processes
of women who experienced pregnancy loss, noting the ways in which the stigmatization associated
with women who deviated from normative, linear narratives of motherhood placed women who
decided to disclose their experience at risk of potentially psychologically damaging responses.
Moreover, Pyle et al. [92] investigated similar decisions among LGBTQ+ folks who experienced
pregnancy loss, noting how intersectional stigmatization of gender and sexual identity and the
pregnancy loss experience influenced perceptions of risk and uncertainty during the disclosure
decision-making process.

In summary, dialectical perspectives on disclosure and privacy aid in disentangling vulnerability
from exclusively harmful or risky outcomes and reinforce an understanding of vulnerability as
potentially enabling beneficial outcomes; these perspectives also suggest how social positionality
informs perceptions of vulnerability. Although applications of these theories to online spaces have
explored how affordances and features of social media impact perceptions of risk and benefit [6], it
remains unclear how additional characteristics of social media more broadly (e.g., algorithms) may
also affect perceptions and experiences of vulnerability in these spaces.

3We ultimately draw on these categories in our analysis of how the sociotechnical contexts of social media informed
participants’ perceptions and experiences of vulnerability. As our emphasis is on delineating the influence of platforms
as they relate to vulnerability (i.e., as actor, context, and tool), rather than specific outcomes, we frame these categories
in terms of vulnerability instead of harm. Doing so acknowledges the possibility that platforms may enable and deliver
outcomes including and beyond harm, as well as allows us to precisely articulate how vulnerability on social media differs
from vulnerability experiences in face-to-face contexts.
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2.2.3 Vulnerability in sociotechnical contexts. In addition to vulnerability framed as enabling
harm/risk and rewards/benefits, social computing scholarship has identified aspects of sociotech-
nical spaces that bear on vulnerability. Social media are, in part, defined by the potential for
interactivity between users [27]. The perception of others (and their ostensible ability to interact
with oneself) informs behavior on social media, including self-presentation, identity visibility, and
privacy and disclosure decision-making [36, 42, 69, 71, 72, 84]. Interactions between individuals
are implicitly associated with vulnerability through concepts such as pathogenic vulnerability [70]
and platform-enabled harms [100], reviewed previously.
Social media also afford observation of others and their interactions on platforms [108]. This

potential for observation can inform individuals’ perceived vulnerability, and further shape behavior,
as individuals seek to manage the vulnerability associated with being visible to others on a given
platform. For example, Brock captures one form of observation in his concept of weak-tie racism,
which describes “racism that is indirectly experienced through digital representation and the
distribution, interactivity, or algorithmic repetition of antiblackness directed toward a specific Black
body or bodies but abstracted through social media participation” [23]. In other words, weak-tie
racism does not describe dyadic interactions in which one person is racist toward another, but
rather exposure to racist content through one’s network, others’ interaction with content, and
content delivery/organization algorithms. In this example, the Black body becomes a third-party
observer and receiver of racist ideology and violence aggregated and distributed by platform
structures. Moreover, social network sites have been described as "networked publics" [20, 110]
and even "networked counterpublics" [57] whose socio-technical affordances (e.g., persistence,
replicability, scalability, and searchability) shape content consumption, production, and reception.
The distinction between observation and direct experience may not be meaningful in the context
of vulnerability in networked sociotechnical environments, as witnessing violence may similarly
constitute harm as well as shape behavior and efforts to mitigate one’s vulnerability in the future.
Observation of others afforded by social media platforms may also enable desired outcomes of

vulnerability. For example, network-level reciprocal disclosure [6], in which encountering others’
disclosures of stigmatized information spurs similar disclosures, can challenge and reduce social
stigma [3, 15, 45]. Furthermore, scholars have argued that online spaces afford justice seeking for
survivors of sexual violence [90, 96]. As such, the networked nature and observation afforded by
social media may support beneficial social outcomes of vulnerability such as resistance and holding
others accountable.

Additionally, characteristics of one’s network, such as network size and composition, may inform
perceived and experienced vulnerability [4, 24]. Buglass et al. [24], for instance, found that both
larger and more diverse networks on Facebook positively correlated with vulnerability (understood
as a “capacity to experience detriments” to one’s well-being [24]). Beyond size and composition,
the level of trust one has in a network provider and other network members may also inform
perceived risks and vulnerability related to information visibility on a given platform [63]. The
degree of control one perceives that they have over their own visibility further shapes vulnerability
perceptions and is influential in where one chooses to be visible [18, 116] and how [4, 8, 21, 67, 109].
Thus, beliefs and perceptions about platforms, platform users, and platform-enabled control over
information may further inform perceived vulnerability and explain why users perceive themselves
as relatively more or less vulnerable on different platforms.
In combination, these works intimate a potential framing of vulnerability on social media as

consisting of both risks/harms and rewards/benefits and as informed by individual positionality
and sociotechnical context. Furthermore, these perspectives highlight perceived or observed and
experienced vulnerability as facilitating individual or social outcomes. These conditions underscore
the need to understand online vulnerability as grounded in a sociotechnical context. Bridging
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these perspectives, as we do in this paper, contributes to a more comprehensive understanding
of social media vulnerability in providing an organized means of understanding vulnerability as
openness to affecting and being affected by others in sociotechnical spaces as well as the influence
of sociotechnical spaces themselves (as context and actor) on perceived vulnerability.

3 METHODS
3.1 Recruitment & Interviews
We draw from semi-structured interviews with 20 U.S.-based social media users that addressed
the topic of identity visibility on social media more broadly, including social media vulnerability.
We recruited participants first through advertising the study on first author A’s and the second
author’s social media accounts (generating 347 total engagements and 11,068 overall impressions).
We then supplemented recruitment efforts using a research recruitment firm (which yielded 52
interested individuals, of whom 11 participated in interviews). Collaboration with the recruitment
firm allowed us to target recruitment and draw from a more diverse pool of participants. Those
interested in participating completed a screening questionnaire that, in addition to which platforms
they used for personal use, asked respondents to self-identify (i.e., “please tell us about who you
are”) and describe how they identified on social media (i.e., “please complete the sentence ‘It is
important for me to be seen by others as a/an... on my personal social media’”). We included these
questions to allow individuals to use their preferred identity terminology and indicate the salience
of their personal identities on social media; this was an important step given the centrality of
perception to the study broadly. We also included optional, open-response demographic questions
commonly used in participant recruitment (e.g., sex, gender, etc.) [34] to contextualize respondents’
online identity presentation. As demographic factors like gender, race, ethnicity, and education
level may influence participants’ experiences with online self-presentation and its resultant harms
and benefits [60, 78], we included these optional questions. Participants had the option to disclose
additional demographic information, and some did. However, we refrain from reporting them
in Table 1 because not enough respondents chose to include this information. We received 127
combined responses to the survey and purposely sampled [83] participants to include a range
of identities and identity intersections. We sought a range of racial and ethnic, sexual, gender,
and physical and mental health-related identities to better understand how individuals who hold
marginalized identities (1) perceive visibility and vulnerability on social media as informed by
identity and (2) negotiate the visibility of their complex selves across their personal social media
ecosystems. Saturation of observed themes [48] informed the final sample size of 20 participants,
whose demographic information is listed in Table 1.

Interview questions explored participants’ social media use, including platforms used, perceived
audiences, self-presentation patterns, and networks. Additionally, the protocol covered participants’
perceived vulnerabilities and risks associated with sharing on social media. Finally, interviews
explored how participants perceived visibility on social media, including how visible (and by
extension, vulnerable) they perceived their various identities (as described by them in the screening
survey and interviews) to be on a range of platforms. Participants referenced numerous platforms
in interviews, though most experiences appear connected to Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Reddit,
Tumblr, and YouTube. We specify platforms where relevant throughout our findings. First author A
conducted interviews remotely in October 2020. Interview duration ranged from 60–110 minutes
(avg. 81 minutes). All participants were offered $20 USD gift cards as compensation. The authors’
institutional IRB determined the study exempt.
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Table 1. List of Participants’ Demographic Information

P# Gender (pronouns) Sexuality Race Ethnicity Education
1 Man (he/him) Gay White/Native Mexican Graduate Degree
2 Woman (she/her) White Not spec. Some Graduate
3 Woman (she/her) Queer Asian Indian Graduate Degree
4 Man (he/him) Straight Asian Indian Graduate Degree
5 Man (he/him) Queer Asian Hong Kong Some Graduate
6 Woman (she/her) Queer/Bisexual White Not spec. Some Graduate
7 Woman (she/they) Straight Black Slave Ancestry Graduate Degree
8 Non-binary (they/them) Queer/Bisexual/Asexual White European Some Graduate
9 Woman (she/her) Queer/Pansexual Asian Japanese/Okinawan Graduate Degree
10 Woman (she/her) Straight Hispanic Portuguese/Italian College Degree
11 Non-binary (they/them) Queer Black Not spec. Some College
12 Woman (she/her) Straight Black Not spec. Some College
13 Woman (she/her) Queer/Bisexual Black Not spec. College Degree
14 Man (he/him) Queer/Bisexual Black Not spec. Some College
15 Man (he/him) Not spec. Black Not spec. College Degree
16 Man (he/him) Gay White/Hispanic Not spec. Graduate Degree
17 Non-binary/Genderfluid (they/them) Not spec. Brown Mexican/Filipino Some College
18 Woman (she/her) Not spec. Latino Mexican American College Degree
19 Woman (she/her) Not spec. Hispanic Puerto Rican Some College
20 Man (he/him) Straight Latino Peruvian/French Graduate Degree

3.2 Analysis & Taxonomy Development
We coded transcribed interviews using Dedoose, a qualitative coding software. As this paper is
part of a larger project, first author A had already conducted descriptive coding [95] on the dataset;
some of these categories (e.g., experienced harassment on social media) informed the development
of a vulnerability coding scheme. To develop this scheme, first author B reviewed all transcripts
and wrote thematic memos that informed coding categories about vulnerability. Coding categories
introduced in prior work on disclosure/privacy/support in online spaces influenced the thematic
memos and the provisional coding they enabled. However, while drawing on provisional codes,
first author B remained open to emergent themes, in accordance with open or first-cycle coding
procedures [76]. All authors then met to discuss the inductively developed coding scheme several
times. In doing so, we revised the scheme to eliminate redundant categories and incorporate
emergent categories identified in memoing and coding checks. Before coding the entire dataset,
the first authors co-coded three transcripts to check agreement and unitization between coders.
Co-coding allowed the authors to identify points of disagreement and confusion in coding and
resolve them through discussion. Co-coding three transcripts aligns with Campbell et al.’s [26]
recommendation of assessing agreement using approximately 10% of a qualitative data set. As this
was an exploratory study and we did not intend to quantify our codes, we determined that reaching
intercoder agreement, rather than interrater reliability, was sufficiently rigorous [26, 75]. Once we
reached agreement and finalized the coding scheme, the first authors collaboratively applied this
coding scheme to the entire corpus. The final first-cycle coding scheme reflected inductive codes
identified through memoing and coder agreement checks [76].
Following this first round of coding, the first authors used pattern coding to structure our data

and identify connections across categories [76]. At this point, we compared our secondary coding
categories to existing literature (e.g., [70]) that identified sources and states of vulnerability and
risk to develop the final categories of social media vulnerability which we introduce in the form
of a taxonomy presented in this paper. Taxonomies provide means of classifying, organizing, and
structuring knowledge of a concept or phenomenon [79]. In the context of information research,
Nickerson et al. [79] note that taxonomies can be developed via an empirical-to-conceptual approach,
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wherein the researcher(s) identify a “subset of objects that he/she wishes to classify,” then identify
a set of characteristics of the objects and group them into a conceptual taxonomy. Scholars can use
interviews and qualitative analysis methods, such as the coding procedures described in our study,
as part of the empirical-to-conceptual approach to taxonomy development. Qualitative methods
are adept in facilitating sophisticated understandings of complex phenomena [1, 22, 111], such as
vulnerability.

Nickerson et al. [79] posit that a useful taxonomy is concise, robust, comprehensive, extendible,
and explanatory. We understand several of these attributes (i.e., concision, robustness, comprehen-
sion, extendibility) as necessitating synthesis between inductively developed conceptual codes [22]
and existing scholarship (i.e., Mackenzie et al. [70]). Scholars such as Lewis et al. [68] have also
used qualitative data from semi-structured focus groups to extend existing taxonomies. In drawing
on extant scholarship to develop a concise, robust, comprehensive, and extendible taxonomy, we
intentionally use the terminology introduced by these scholars. Doing so constitutes a form of
citational justice [64], wherein feminist authors get recognition for their creation of foundational
conceptual categories. We expand on how the FSMV reflects Nickerson et al.’s [79] attributes in
section 5.1.

3.3 Limitations
We were intentional in recruiting a sample that represented a range of (multiply) marginalized
identities, which may have surfaced particular experiences and perspectives on vulnerability as
they relate to identity visibility on social media. That said, we did not require certain demographic
information in our screening survey, such as participant age, income, and immigration status,
which we acknowledge may bear on how participants perceive and engage with social media and
vulnerability and visibility by extension. Rather, participants were asked to describe themselves,
and if age, income, and immigration status were central to how they conceived of themselves, we
expect that they would have included this information in the required survey responses. Aligned
with best practices proposed by HCI researchers [58, 97] and our IRB, our screening survey only
required demographic information critical for sampling needs and the research project. While
we attend to the ways that identity (self-reported by participants) appears to inform participants’
perceptions and experiences of vulnerability in our findings, given the exploratory nature of this
work, we did not employ an intersectional analysis [99], which could elucidate further mechanisms
of or additional taxonomic categories of vulnerability. Future research could assess and refine the
FSMV taxonomy in connection with specific intersections of identities and/or experiences.
Additionally, while we acknowledge the importance of more globally dispersed samples (es-

pecially given the importance of social, economic, and political contexts on experiences with
vulnerability), we intentionally recruited U.S.-based social media users to provide a more consistent
context of identity-informed social positionality, power, and marginality. We invite researchers to
explore to what extent our findings extend to or are challenged by contexts beyond the U.S.

Finally, additional research is required to test and validate the qualitatively derived, provisional
FSMV taxonomy [79]. In validating the taxonomy, researchers may wish to use quantitative methods
(e.g., surveys) that allow for larger and more diverse sample sizes to address the limitations of the
present study.

4 FINDINGS
Although we did not code the data with a taxonomy in mind, we draw on Mackenzie et al.’s [70]
feminist taxonomy of vulnerability for organizational clarity. We do so because this taxonomy’s
consideration of sources and states of vulnerability provides a valuable scaffold for understanding
how social media vulnerability aligns with and departs from extant conceptualizations of “offline”
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Fig. 1. A vignette example of how an interaction on social media embodies intersecting dimensions of the
FSMV taxonomy.

vulnerability. From Mackenzie et al. [70], our analysis reiterates pathogenic as a situational source
of vulnerability and introduces sociotechnical sources to capture the ways that social media contexts
lend additional considerations to these categories. Inherent vulnerability (e.g., corporeal vulnerabili-
ties) did not surface as salient in our data, and thus we do not include it in the FMSV. We further
introduce a networked state of vulnerability, which we argue more fully captures the effects of
observed vulnerability afforded by sociotechnical contexts on vulnerability perceptions. Finally, to
capture the risk-reward tension inherent in information revelation (e.g., as implied in disclosure
and privacy perspectives, reviewed previously), we propose valence as a category that comprises
undesired, ambivalent, and desired forms of vulnerability, as perceived by individuals. We reiterate
that, as in Mackenzie et al.’s [70] taxonomy, categories of the FSMV taxonomy intersect. Thus, the
presented examples in our findings may illustrate multiple taxonomic categories. To articulate
this point before providing detailed findings, we offer a vignette example in Figure 1. Participant
examples included throughout our findings further illustrate intersections of these categories.

4.1 Social Media Vulnerability Sources
We identify situational sources of social media vulnerability. Specifically, we (1) introduce so-
ciotechnical vulnerability as a specific form of situational vulnerability, and (2) extend Mackenzie’s
pathogenic vulnerability in in-person settings [70] to identify pathogenic vulnerability as a subset
of social media situational vulnerability. In doing so, we consider how the sociotechnical context of
social media intersects with vulnerability and identify platforms as both enabling and perpetrating
vulnerability. Additionally, we address interpersonal sources of pathogenic vulnerability, such as
fellow social media users.

4.1.1 Sociotechnical situational vulnerability. While Mackenzie et al.’s [70] feminist philosophical
taxonomy of vulnerability incorporates a broad situational category, encompassing social, political,
economic, and environmental situations that may promote vulnerability, we argue that a FSMV
taxonomy must contend more explicitly with sociotechnical situations that can cause and/or
exacerbate vulnerability. We thus introduce the sociotechnical category as a subset of the situational
source of vulnerability.

Informed by Schoenebeck and Blackwell’s [100] descriptions of social media harms, we invoke the
sociotechnical category to understand how vulnerabilities are “platform-enabled” and/or “platform-
perpetrated.” In keeping with Schoenebeck and Blackwell [100], we note that the boundary between
these categories is imprecise and that individuals’ experiences with vulnerability online can be at
once platform-enabled and platform-perpetrated. However, both categories indicate that platforms
are sources of vulnerability as contexts or actors.
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Dimension Category Definition
Source Sociotechnical* A form of situational vulnerability [70]

that explicitly considers sociotechnical
contexts; includes platform- enabled
and platform-perpetrated vulnerabil-
ities (informed by [100]’s harm cate-
gories). We use the term sociotechni-
cal to encompass the ways platform
features, policies, and social contexts
affect perceived vulnerability, as evi-
dent in our data.

Pathogenic A form of situational vulnerability in-
troduced in feminist philosophy [70]
and extended to the social media con-
text in which an individual’s actions
bear on perceived vulnerability

State Networked Vulner-
ability*

A state in which one’s vulnerability is
informed by and/or contributes to an-
other’s; networked vulnerability blurs
distinctions between dispositional and
occurrent vulnerability [70].

Occurrent Vulnera-
bility

A state of vulnerability introduced in
feminist philosophy [70] and extended
to the social media context that re-
quires immediate action to manage or
alleviate; direct experiences of vulner-
ability arising from interactions with
person(s) or platform(s).

Valence* Undesired* A valence of vulnerability introduced
in the social media context; vulnera-
bility that one is unwilling to assume
or perceives as more likely to facilitate
harm to oneself or others than benefit.

Ambivalent A valence of vulnerability introduced
in feminist philosophy [47] and ex-
tended to the social media context; vul-
nerability that is inherent to a space
and potentially facilitates both bene-
fits and harms.

Desired* A valence of vulnerability introduced
in the social media context; vulnera-
bility that one is willing to assume or
perceives as more likely to benefit one-
self or others than harm.

Table 2. Feminist Social Media Vulnerability (FSMV) Taxonomy, including source, state, and valence. Some
categories observed in our analysis draw from past work in in-person [47, 70] and social media [23, 100]
settings. Others (indicated by *) are new categories we discovered through our analysis.
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Platform-enabled vulnerability. Participants often perceived platform-enabled vulnerability in
experiences that were facilitated by technical features of a social media platform. Several participants
remarked that Facebook, where individuals typically must accept each other as “Friends” to engage
with each other, contrasted with Twitter, which enables unreciprocated engagement and interaction
with users not in one’s network. While participants described feeling vulnerable both on Facebook
and Twitter, network composition and connection mechanisms intimately shaped their perceptions
of vulnerability. When explaining why he opted for a Bitmoji Twitter profile picture, as opposed to
one of his face, P5 (man, queer, Asian/Hong Kong) replied:

Because of the democratized nature and publicness of Twitter, I didn’t like that very
remote strangers can see my face. Because you know, Facebook is naturally private,
you have to accept friend requests to have people see most of your things. [...] but
Twitter is not that way.

This excerpt illustrates how the network structure of Twitter that allows for greater engagement
from weak or latent ties plays a role in shaping possibilities for social interactions on Twitter and
catalyzing perceptions of vulnerability. Here, it may not be that P5’s face being visible necessarily
incurs outcomes of vulnerability, such as harassment, but rather that P5 perceives the openness of
Twitter (i.e., openness to being affected by others) as contributing to vulnerability. P5’s recall of an
experience tweeting about YouTube personality PewDiePie (who has been critiqued for anti-Semitic
remarks and white supremacist messaging [94]) further illustrates a possible consequence of this
openness. He explained:

I tweeted something about him not wanting to explicitly apologize to the Jewish
community. [...] I tweeted that, and perhaps people found my tweet through keywords.
I didn’t hashtag anything, but I did write his name on a tweet. And so, a few fans of his
from his fandom came after me. And they’re like, ‘You don’t know him at all.’ Like, ‘he
said multiple times that he didn’t intend to target any community of people,’ things
like that. So, it was really quick. The response was swift, like within five minutes of me
tweeting that I got three really defensive responses from his fandom. And I was like,
‘Oh, okay, well, I don’t like that at all.’ [...] so, I deleted that tweet really soon after.

In this example, P5 identifies hashtags and keywords as features that, because of the searchability
afforded by Twitter’s structure, potentially bear on perceptions and experiences of vulnerability.
In this way, Twitter’s structure may enable vulnerability by surfacing this tweet in search results
and allowing non-networked users to directly comment on or otherwise interact with P5. In
response to this experience, P5 reported deleting the tweet, which, in the context of this example,
effectively stifles discussion of an influential (and white, male) media figure and their actions toward
a historically discriminated-against population.
Platform-perpetrated vulnerability. Several participants’ perceptions of vulnerability centered

around platform governance, specifically the phenomenon of shadowbanning 4. For users who
embody historically marginalized identities, the perception that platforms like Instagram are remov-
ing or rendering invisible content disproportionately created by marginalized users (irrespective
of whether this occurs) can directly impact perceptions of their own vulnerability. Participants
shared the perception, for instance, that shadowbanning disproportionately affected users who held
marginalized identities or advocated for marginalized users. P1 (man, gay, White/Native/Mexican),
for instance, referenced “some of the platforms having shadow bans on certain hashtags or things
for visibility, like on the Black Lives Matter movement or on trans rights,” while P19 (woman, His-
panic/Puerto Rican) referenced “this big thing where there was shadowbanning [of] people who are
4Shadowbanning describes a platform’s actions “which dramatically reduces posts’ visibility by hiding them from its Explore
page without warning” [12].
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talking about LGBT rights.” Many of our participants observed or had heard of shadowbanning
and believed that shadowbanning disproportionately affected marginalized communities but had
not personally experienced it. That said, P11 (non-binary, queer, Black) commented on Twitter’s
policies and account-locking practices concerning Black users’ expressions. They explained:

Twitter is especially confusing, because if two Black people are tweeting back and
forth on Twitter, and they’re using the N word, clearly, it’s not a hate group, you
know, because some Black people use the N word like that, they use it as like a term of
endearment, whatever. But Twitter sees that and they’re like, ‘You cannot use racial
slurs, you are banned for a week,’ you know, because the algorithm doesn’t have the
time to sit there and be like, is this person white and saying this word or are they you
know, Black? It’s weird.

While the practice of automatically moderating the use of racial slurs on a platform may address
specific forms of harm, P11 described the algorithm’s lack of discretion in flagging and acting on
certain terms, which may contribute to further silencing and policing of marginalized communities
over language that is culturally situated and contextual.
Beliefs about platform practices can also promote vulnerability that affects marginalized folks’

abilities to make a living, particularly when their jobs are heavily reliant on creating andmaintaining
a social media presence. For example, marginalized artists and sex workers who rely on the
platform for attaining financial resources bear vulnerability when they experience the effects of
shadowbanning or other forms of content suppression by prominent platforms, notably Instagram
and TikTok. P6 (woman, bisexual, White) recounts: “if somebody mentions OnlyFans on TikTok,
like that stuff gets taken down. And so it’s like, well, that’s directly impacting people’s income and
their work by making them invisible.” These examples demonstrate users’ perceptions of platform
policies around moderation as potentially increasing the vulnerability of marginalized communities
and creators, who rely on platforms for social support and professional success. Perceptions of
shadowbanning and other forms of content moderation/suppression thus offer an illustration of
platform-perpetrated vulnerability that emanates from the complex and often opaque relationship
between platform design (i.e., the development of news feed algorithms) and platform governance
(i.e., algorithms used to auto-flag and auto-remove content).

In sum, sociotechnical environments propagated by social media platforms can create and
contribute to vulnerability, either by exacerbating vulnerability or directly imposing vulnerability
on users. Although we challenge framings that align vulnerability only with harm, we note that our
participants did not explicitly associate platforms as actors with beneficial outcomes of vulnerability.
Elsewhere (e.g., 4.2.1 and 4.3.3), we note instances in which platforms as context appear to enable
beneficial and desirable outcomes to vulnerability.

4.1.2 Pathogenic Vulnerability. Pathogenic vulnerability, drawn from Mackenzie et al.’s [70] taxon-
omy stems from the (mis)understandings, judgments, and reactions of others, and is informed by
social positionalities. As introduced in section 4.1.1, social media platforms may enable pathogenic
vulnerabilities but do not enact them, per se. Rather, other users ultimately enact pathogenic vul-
nerability. Often, participants perceived pathogenic vulnerability as dispositional (i.e., observed or
anticipated) rather than directly experienced. Participants such as P3 (woman, queer, Asian/Indian),
for instance, acknowledged vulnerability associated with her sexual identity:

The way I identify myself as queer is by being a queer ally. [...] It’s kind of how I present
myself. And that definitely has to do with the fact that I know many of the people who
follow me are from when I grew up in India, and I don’t actually know how they feel
about sexuality in general, and I kind of don’t want to find out.
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P3 thus describes vulnerability to judgment and other undesired reactions as informing her
self-presentation on social media. Notably, the vulnerability P3 associated with their sexual identity
being visible resulted in P3 presenting an identity she perceived as related to her authentic identity,
but less vulnerable.

Many participants’ fears regarding pathogenic vulnerability concern social media content being
visible to employers (present or future; akin to imagined surveillance, monitoring that could occur
and bring about future risk/opportunity, as described by [39]), and as such touch on context collapse
[71] and affordances like content persistence, searchability, and association [107]. P15 (man, Black)
spoke to a general vulnerability bearing on employment and other opportunities:

“Just the way that the internet works now, where if you have something in your past
and you posted it on Twitter, or something, or on Facebook and then, say you get a big-
time job or something, and now people are looking for holes to poke through and they
find some sort of posts there. And then that can have repercussions on your whole
entire life, you wouldn’t know. It might’ve been something in the past or something
that you maybe forgot about. So, I think that’s a bigger part of why I don’t use my
identity.”

While P15 had not encountered this personally on Twitter, they reported similar experiences
“in real life” and observed repercussions for others on Twitter as informing their preference for
anonymity on Twitter. Pathogenic vulnerability, stemming from interpersonal interactions, can
affect myriad identity domains, including sexual and professional identities, as these examples
demonstrate.
Participants’ perceptions of pathogenic social media vulnerability also extend to platform per-

ceptions more broadly and further illustrate how platforms may enable pathogenic vulnerability.
That is, some participants referenced specific platforms’ reputations as informing their identity
and personal information visibility. For instance, P11 (non-binary, queer, Black) enjoyed Reddit,
but used the space anonymously due to their belief that, because posting and activity histories are
available to other users, “Reddit [users] hold you way more accountable” for one’s content than users
on other platforms". They explained:

On Reddit, I don’t even get into details about where I live, because people are crazy.
And they will be like, ‘she posted at exactly this time, and she posted a picture, and
tracing back to her IP she lives here’.

Regarding Twitter, P14 (man, bisexual, Black) noted, “I have no issue having a normal or respectable
debate, but a lot of times that’s not what people are trying to do on Twitter. Some people have been
doxxed on Twitter, so it’s those kind of scenarios [I don’t want].” As a result of this perception, P14
reported sometimes feeling unsafe posting about his political and sexual identities on Twitter.
These examples center other social media users as perpetrators of harm (i.e., doxxing), but also
show how perceptions of platform context, including userbase, may inform perceived vulnerability.
Moreover, these examples allude to the ways that platform-enabled vulnerabilities may span both
sociotechnical situational and pathogenic sources of vulnerability.
In identifying sociotechnicality and pathogenic sources of vulnerability, the FSMV taxonomy

both delineates between platforms and social media users as perpetrators of vulnerability, as well
as platforms as enablers of vulnerability. As our examples show, social media vulnerability sources
may act independently or in concert to inform perceived as well as experienced vulnerability.

4.2 Social Media Vulnerability States
Our analysis yielded two social media vulnerability states: networked and occurrent. The former is
a novel vulnerability state that we contribute, and the latter originated in in-person vulnerability
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literature but is analyzed here as a vulnerability state that is equally relevant to sociotechnical
contexts [70].

4.2.1 Networked Vulnerability. Given the imbrication of vulnerability and visibility, sociotechnical
contexts can affect perceptions of vulnerability. As noted, concepts such as weak-tie racism [23]
address how social media connectivity can result in vicarious trauma and other consequences for
marginalized groups. Participants similarly suggested that association (i.e., connections to other
users; [107]) could increase their own perceived vulnerability to harassment or judgment, with
implications for networked others’ vulnerability. Conversely, observation of others’ experiences of
vulnerability informed one’s own perceived vulnerability. We introduce and position networked
vulnerability as a state, rather than a source, of vulnerability to bring observed or vicarious vulner-
ability [23] into conversation with occurrent or directly-experienced vulnerability [70]. Networked
vulnerability, we argue, captures the perpetual state of awareness, preparation, and mitigation of
vulnerability on social media.

When asked about unwanted experiences on social media, many participants reported that,
although they had not personally experienced harassment or similar consequences, their observa-
tions of the platform(s) and other users informed their own visibility choices, and thus perceptions
of vulnerability. As alluded to in connection with platform-enabled vulnerability, participants
assessed their own vulnerability through observing collective attitudes and behaviors. P17 (non-
binary/genderfluid, “brown”/Mexican/Filipino), for example, described how observing misogyny on
Reddit informed their own perceptions of vulnerability associated with gender identity visibility:

There was a subreddit, you know, pardon my language if this is too explicit, but it
was called ‘pussy pass,’ [...] dedicated to posting videos of women that were acting
out in some way, maybe yelling in a man’s face, or even hitting him, and the man
replying by beating the shit out of her, essentially. That was really, that was on the
front page consistently for a while and that would get like, you know, thousands, tens
of thousands of likes. And it made me very uncomfortable. It definitely reminded me
that, in these other posts of like, cute dog pictures and relationship stories, like, the
very big part of Reddit that actively uses Reddit every day does not like women.

Consequent to these observations, P17 reported a general practice of not disclosing their gender
identity (e.g., non-binary/genderfluid) on Reddit. The sense that one does not belong or is not
respected due to their gender identity, informed by observing others in networked online spaces,
thus affected P17’s perceived vulnerability, even though discrete interactions with individual
users elsewhere on Reddit had not resulted in harm. This example also highlights how networked
vulnerability extends dispositional and occurrent vulnerability. As a person with a marginalized
gender identity, P17may be at greater dispositional risk for harassment than personswithout [40, 91].
Observing attitudes toward and treatment of women by Reddit users surfaces this disposition and
results in P17 taking steps to mitigate their vulnerability, as they might in cases of occurrent
vulnerability.

In other cases, participants assessed their own vulnerability by observing antagonistic behavior
directed at particular users rather than discrete identities. As P15 (man, Black) explained, “it just
seems like every month, someone does something on Twitter that they shouldn’t have...and it’s just
learning from other people’s experience. You just don’t want to put yourself in that position.” Similarly,
P7 (woman, straight, Black) noted, “when I see how [others] react to other posts, that definitely has
impacted what I decide to post. Because some people just don’t have, like, any respect for other people.
So I’ve chosen not to do certain things.” P7 specified a concern that others could take her posts out of
context, which would cause issues in her personal life. These examples suggest that networked
vulnerability may be informed through observations of actions taken against targeted individuals
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and attitudes toward particular identities or ideologies, even when targets are not explicitly known
or networked others (i.e., friends, followed accounts).
In addition to observing others’ experiences of networked vulnerability and associated con-

sequences, participants implied that others in their network might become vulnerable through
association and often actively took precautions to manage this vulnerability. Specifically, the fear
that networked vulnerability could affect interpersonal and professional relationships appeared to
inform perceptions of networked vulnerability and related management strategies. This phenome-
non appeared especially salient in connection to sexual identity visibility. P13 (woman, bisexual,
Black), for example, explained:

I mentioned that I’m polyamorous and I have two partners, and one of my partners,
even though he’s on Facebook, we’re not Facebook friends. Which, you know, kind of
bugs me a little bit. But at the same time, I understand because, I mean, the majority of
his Facebook friends are family or co-workers...or friends. So, he just isn’t comfortable
being very visible.

In this case, the visibility of P13 as not only polyamorous—an often stigmatized identity [104]—but
also connected to her partner could compromise her partner’s privacy boundaries, cause speculation,
and potentially make her partner vulnerable to judgment, harassment, or loss of opportunity via
context collapse [71]. P13 and her partner managed this perceived vulnerability by not being
formally connected on Facebook. Similarly, P16 (man, gay, White/Hispanic) noted precautions
taken to manage networked vulnerability that could affect his partner. He explained:

My boyfriend is one of the few people in America who’s not on Facebook. And so, I
will post pictures of us, [but] I will not post his name. He works for a school district,
which does, they do have non-discrimination protections for LGBTQ people, but he
works...as an administrator. And I don’t want to cause any problems for, you know, a
parent finding out stuff and making his life "more difficult than it needs to be."

In this example, P16 points to his boyfriend’s professional identity as an administrator as poten-
tially intersecting with and exacerbating vulnerability informed by homophobia in the workplace.
In addition to institutional protections (e.g., district non-discrimination policies), P16 reports taking
additional precautions, such as not mentioning his boyfriend’s name on social media, to further
manage the perceived networked vulnerability associated with sexual identity.
In combination, these examples show that tactics used to manage one’s visibility, such as not

friending or tagging significant others, may also be used to manage others’ vulnerability. These
tactics echo similar strategies noted in extant work (e.g., [8, 49, 67]). The awareness of one’s
vulnerability as informing another’s, and the strategic management thereof, points to space for
individual agency and action in the face of vulnerability. In doing so, it challenges assumptions
that exclusively align vulnerability with weakness and victimhood.
Indeed, in some cases, the strategic management of sexual identity visibility created space for

desired connections and further aided in managing networked vulnerability. For example, P1, who
identifies as a gay man, described the experience of posting about traveling to Oman and interacting
with other gay individuals online. He explained:

I’ll get someone being like, ‘Oh yeah, and I’m gay too,’ and I’m like, ‘Oh, so I guess
like the algorithm worked to show them my post or whatever’...those people might
be uncomfortable following someone that is a very visible...gay influencer who likes
to travel, but they’re not really going to get in trouble for following someone like me,
who’s much less visible [...] If you went on my page, it wouldn’t be bombarded with
gay flags, right? So, they might feel more comfortable because of that. So, there might
actually be, like, a conversation that takes place.
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In this example, the relative visibility of P1 as a user on Instagram, as well as the relative
(in)visibility of P1’s gay identity on the platform, manage the networked vulnerability that stems
from being associated with gay social media users while living in a country that criminalizes
homosexuality. P9 (woman, pansexual, Asian/Japanese/Okinawan) noted a similar instance in
which the visibility of her same-gender relationship facilitated connection. She explained:

When I was dating [woman’s name], there was at least one person who would, like,
direct message me comments to something I posted or questions to something I posted.
And he has never said this to me in so many words, but I suspect it’s because his family
is extremely conservative. And he came out as gay. He actually never came out as
gay to his family, but to me he did. And because we had mutual friends, including his
brother—and I don’t know if his brother is homophobic—he would engage with me in
a way that was still protecting his identity.

In this case, P9’s friend appears to leverage the relative invisibility of communication channels,
particularly direct or private messages as compared to public comments, to manage networked
vulnerability that may be otherwise heightened due to mutual or reciprocated connections. Thus,
while in many cases networked vulnerability appears associated with undesirable outcomes (e.g.,
P13, P16), the experiences of P1 and P9 suggest that strategic management of identity and com-
munication visibility may mitigate some degree of harm and enable desirable outcomes, such as
connection with similar others. As we discuss further in section 4.3.3, this form of desired vulnera-
bility may undergird processes such as destigmatization that challenge hegemonic power relations
and illustrate vulnerability as resistance.
Networked vulnerability as a state of vulnerability further highlights how the sociotechnical

context of social media, including affordances such as visibility and association, may enable and
manage pathogenic vulnerability and how social media blurs distinctions between dispositional and
occurrent vulnerability. That said, we distinguish between networked and occurrent vulnerability
to acknowledge the unique situation of directly experiencing undesired outcomes to vulnerability,
in addition to observed, vicarious, and anticipated experiences of vulnerability. We do not attempt
to infer their respective magnitude or severity in reporting this distinction. Rather, we acknowledge
sociotechnical environments’ unique influence on experiences of vulnerability. We do so with full
acknowledgment that we cannot speak to the comparative magnitude or severity of outcomes
across these categories in this study, nor do we suggest that would be a fruitful line of inquiry.

4.2.2 Occurrent Vulnerability. While infrequent, some participants described occurrent states of
vulnerability wherein they directly experienced the enactment of vulnerability via social media
platforms. Typically, participants referenced occurrent and pathogenic vulnerabilities in the form of
harms perpetrated by other users. Sometimes, as noted by P2 (woman, bisexual, White), participants
experienced firsthand vulnerability in response to strangers on social media. P2 recounted an
incident in response to a post that expressed her feminist identity:

I had a random dude find my account. I don’t know him. He doesn’t follow me. But
he reported my post because I said something along the lines of ‘men are trash.’ And
he was like, ‘That’s fucking discriminatory.’ And I was like, ‘You don’t know what
systemic misogyny is like, you don’t really know anything about feminism. So please
fuck off.’ And he reported me and so that post was taken down.

P2 later explained, “That guy was specifically looking for that, and I could tell because I didn’t know
him. So, he must have looked at specific hashtags.” This excerpt highlights the vulnerability that can
arise from hostile interactions with other social media users and how affordances (e.g., keyword
searchability) and governance (e.g., content moderation and removal systems) potentially contribute
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to platform-enabled vulnerability. This example further highlights, in addition to perceptions of
shadowbanning related earlier in this paper, that invisibility and silencing are outcomes of social
media vulnerability. Experiences such as P2’s can inform perceptions of danger or trouble that
influence how individuals engage with platforms. Interactions that result in content deletion or
non-disclosure practices can, by extension, compromise individuals’ ability to access benefits, such
as social support, through platforms.
Based on what we observed from our participants, occurrent vulnerability on social media is

often interpersonal. It may intersect with pathogenic sources to inform one’s overall experience of
vulnerability. Moreover, the sociotechnical aspects of social media can exacerbate this interpersonal
or pathogenic source of vulnerability, which may result in relational turbulence and relationship
dissolution.
Additionally, in considering vulnerability beyond solely risk and/or harm, we address how

occurrent vulnerability aligns with Gilson’s [47] definition of vulnerability as openness. Some
participants, for instance, recalled how they strategically enacted vulnerability in curated safe
spaces to access mostly intangible resources like social support from supportive others. P2, for
example, noted, “I haven’t really dealt with a lot of difficulties because I’ve made sure that Instagram
is more of a safer space for me to just do whatever the fuck I want.” While unclear whether the man
who reported her “men are trash” post influenced her decision to carefully curate Instagram as
a safe space, P2 did, in fact, work to separate audiences and ensure that followers of her private
account, where P2 posted “kinky” content, had consented to be there. P2 continued:

The kinky account is specific. So, like that one I made specifically to share that kind of
vulnerability, right? [...], I’ve been trying to use that as a practice for myself of like, it is
not shameful to be sexual and all these things and it’s not shameful to have kinks and
the specific things I have, and I’m sharing those things as a practice. [...] I don’t want
to just post that without someone’s consent. [...] I tell people, ‘I have this account, if
you would like to follow it, it is specifically this content. If you would like to follow
it, you can.’ But I don’t like to post stuff like that on my personal [account] because I
don’t want to just, if people don’t want to see me in a sexual way, I don’t want to just
bombard them with it.

In considering and enforcing consent via privacy settings, P2 created a “safer space” to explore
her sexual identity, affording her desired occurrent vulnerability while managing undesirable
occurrent vulnerability for her followers. Similarly, P8 (non-binary, queer, White) described Tumblr
as a place where “I can be totally myself,” as they had been on the site for ten or more years and
had cultivated a community of mutual followers. They continued:

I feel like I show a lot more of myself on Tumblr. I feel like I am, yeah, I would say
more honest, because I feel like I’m less worried about people judging me [...] Even
though I don’t know everyone who follows me on Tumblr, it still feels a little bit like
it’s an insular community, like everybody knows me.

As a result of long-term involvement and gradual community development, P8 cultivated a space
in which occurrent vulnerability appears associated with authentic self-expression and connection.
We thus find that participants highlighted how occurrent vulnerability reflected both vulnerability
as risk and vulnerability as openness, aligning with valences of vulnerability as un/desired, which
we highlight in the next section. Whether vulnerability is perceived as un/desired and whether
individuals feel they have control over their vulnerability carry implications for how vulnerability
bears on power. As we discuss in section 4.3.3, vulnerability that is desired and enacted by individuals
potentially resembles vulnerability as resistance to power and hegemony.
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In reflecting upon the various states of vulnerability outlined in this section, we reiterate that
states are, to some extent, temporally bound. Over time, vulnerabilities from various sources can
move from networked to occurrent as individuals encounter new situational factors. However, states
of vulnerability are also bound to identity and power. While vulnerability exists amongst people
of all identities, those possessing historically marginalized identities experience more direct (i.e.,
occurrent) and indirect (i.e., networked) violence and harassment online [11, 37, 66], supported by
our findings, and reflected in characteristics of dispositional vulnerability [70]. Thus, an examination
of social media vulnerability that derives itself from feminist philosophical work must equally
engage with the ways identities and power structures work in tandem to inform taxonomic
categories. Our findings highlight instances in which participants’ identities inform perceived (e.g.,
P17 and gender identity) and experienced (e.g., P2 and political identity) vulnerabilities, and we
expand on this discussion in section 5.

4.3 Social Media Vulnerability Valences
We introduce valences as a taxonomic category and dimension of vulnerability to explicitly divorce
conceptualizations of vulnerability from solely violence and harm. That is, in addition to recognizing
vulnerability as potentially resulting in harm, we acknowledge vulnerability as potentially resulting
in beneficial outcomes. As such, we draw on Gilson’s [47] framing of vulnerability broadly as
“openness to affecting and being affected” to inform the valence of ambivalent vulnerability on social
media. Moreover, we introduce the terms desired and undesired, rather than positive and negative
associations, to further ground vulnerability in individual perception, as what may be desired for
one individual may be undesired for another. Further, this terminology better captures vulnerability
as both dispositional (i.e., anticipated but not yet realized) and occurrent (i.e., realized) than positive
and negative, which we argue emphasizes realized outcomes. This un/desired terminology thus:
(1) affords a more nuanced understanding of how perceived vulnerability affects behavior and
visibility choices on social media (e.g., what, where, and to whom one chooses to be visible),
and (2) resists paternalistic determination of vulnerability/outcomes as unilaterally positive or
negative. While conceptualizations of vulnerability as harm are important in that they help us think
about sociopolitical injustices and how they disproportionately impact those who are historically
marginalized, we argue that conceptualizations of vulnerability as desired are equally important.

4.3.1 Undesired Vulnerability. In discussing their own identity visibility on social media, partici-
pants alluded to undesired vulnerability associated with being present on social media generally
and audience concerns (e.g., context collapse, lack of control over visibility) enabled by platforms. As
such, undesired vulnerability intersects with sociotechnical and pathogenic vulnerability sources.
Indeed, many of the previously related examples illustrate undesired vulnerability, as evident
in mentions of management strategies, such as withholding information via non-disclosure and
deleting content or having content removed.
Some participants noted that vulnerability appeared unavoidable on social media (which we

expand on in the following section) and perceived this vulnerability as undesirable. For instance, P5
(man, queer, Asian/Hong Kong) discussed observing accounts they followed on Twitter. In noting
that both very active and less active (in terms of posting activity) accounts appeared susceptible to
harassment, P5 commented, “it’s an interesting thing to think about, because you don’t have to have
a strong presence to be attacked by people, you just kind of have to be there at all, to be attacked or
harassed.” As a result, P5 withheld certain personal information from social media that might be
considered mundane in other contexts, such as a photo of his face. He further explained:

I mean, it’s one thing to walk on the street and have people look at your face. But it’s
a different thing to be on the internet with all of your opinions and comments and
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thoughts published, in a way, and then matching that with your actual biological face
and appearance.

P5 thus alludes to the combination of available information as affecting his visibility and associ-
ated vulnerability. He manages this perceived vulnerability by withholding choice information,
such as his physical appearance. Other participants similarly alluded to the visibility of certain
information contributing to their discomfort. P3, for example, connected her discomfort with
visibility to audience perceptions on Twitter. P3 (woman, queer, Asian/Indian) explained:

I don’t think I want to put myself in a position where I’m vulnerable [on Twitter]. [...] I
think that because I don’t know who is looking at my Twitter, I think, a lot. So, I almost
don’t allow myself to be vulnerable because I don’t know who’s going to see me being
vulnerable.

Here P3 alludes to the composition of their network, and awareness thereof, as informing their
perceptions of vulnerability and associated outcomes as undesirable, similar to Buglass et al.’s
[24] findings. Together, these examples suggest that, in the absence of a clear motivation or target
audience, the vulnerability associated with being visible on social media may be perceived as unde-
sirable and/or as more likely facilitating undesired outcomes than desired. While constraining one’s
own visibility online as a means of managing vulnerability is not necessarily troubling on its own,
this self-silencing takes on additional significance when contextualized by participants’ perceptions
of vulnerability as unpredictable, undesirable, and, as previously discussed, disproportionately
affecting marginalized groups.

4.3.2 Ambivalent Vulnerability. In opening space to consider desired vulnerability, in addition to
undesired vulnerability that prior work traditionally considered, it becomes necessary to invoke a
third category that recognizes that individuals do not always perceive vulnerability as desired or
undesired. Indeed, the risk-reward tension central to processes like disclosure, in which disclosure
is vulnerable but is neither harmful nor helpful until a response or outcome is achieved, implies the
presence of this third category. Moreover, feminist philosophical work [47] implicitly articulates
ambivalence in positioning vulnerability as openness to affecting and being affected by others. In our
framing, and based on our findings, un/desired determinations may be separate from considerations
of outcomes and instead be informed by personal preference (e.g., individual attitudes about what
personal information is private and/or appropriate to share on social media). Thus, vulnerability
as ambivalent captures the perspective espoused by some of our participants that vulnerability
just is and is assumed to be part of any social media experience, extending notions of ambivalent
vulnerability to social media contexts. For instance, some participants remarked that “being visible
is vulnerable” (P2) and accepted this without attributing a more specific valence to it. Similarly, P7
(woman, straight, Black) noted:

I’m being vulnerable sharing anything that’s personal. Because you don’t really have
privacy on anything. Anything that you share can be shared to anybody. So, I think
there’s vulnerability everywhere.

In stating that vulnerability is “everywhere” online, P7 implies that this vulnerability is unavoid-
able and inherent to social media, especially given the impossibility of true and complete privacy
in online environments that require some degree of information sharing [82]. P7 thus suggests
that, lacking privacy, one is always vulnerable in that they are open to both feedback and content
circulation on social media, for better or worse. Similarly, P14 (man, bisexual, Black) explained:

I think probably anyone who willingly goes on social media and shares part of their
lives, regardless of what it is, is making the decision to be visible, even if it’s not a
conscious decision. I think that is something that definitely needs to be thought about
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more. I think a lot of times now, because the world is so used to technology, if you
don’t really think about how much of ourselves we’re sharing online and what that
could mean for us in the future. The future possible repercussions of that is it can be
dangerous.

P14 thus implied a sort of acquiescence to the inherent vulnerability of being visible on social
media, as well as a perception that this vulnerability was not already dangerous but could become
so, and thus could shift toward undesired vulnerability and harm. P5 (man, queer, Asian/Hong
Kong) expanded on this acquiescence or assumed vulnerability, saying:

Being visible, and being vulnerable, in my opinion, is to kind of accept that different
opinions exist and that they’re going to exist within your realm of existence, and it’s a
different tactic to just accept those criticisms and perspectives.

In this example, vulnerability is akin to being “open” to encountering differing perspectives. We
note, however, that vulnerability to a difference of opinion is not representative of all possible
vulnerabilities and related outcomes on social media.

In another sense, individuals may experience ambivalent vulnerability by balancing desired and
undesired aspects of vulnerability. For example, P19 (woman, Hispanic/Puerto Rican), a blogger,
noted:

Definitely, when I started my blog, it’s like, a bunch of different things where I want to
say that I’m a poet, I’m a foster kid, I am a first-generation college student. And these
are things that like, are true, and I’m very proud of, but at the same time, will open
the door for a lot of people to come in and give me judgment. And it makes me feel
vulnerable. It’s like opening my, like, opening myself to these conversations. But at
the same time, I feel like I’m taking away from the world, if I don’t allow people to
see that this is something you can do. Like, you can be a foster kid, and you can go
get education, and you can have a really high GPA, you could do all these things. And
that’s like, the issue is like, you really want to be authentic. But at the same time, when
you do it, you are putting yourself at risk. So, I do feel very vulnerable at times.

In this example, P19 reflects on revealing (potentially) stigmatized identities and weighing the
risks of judgment and contributing to stigma through silence against the potential benefits of
authentic self-expression, destigmatization, and supporting others [38]. Ultimately, P19 balanced
the desire for identity expression and the ability to motivate others with awareness of risks to
create a more ambivalent conceptualization of online vulnerability.

We argue that the unavoidable, unspecified vulnerability of being on social media referenced in
these quotes is akin to vulnerability as ambivalent and is significantly different from vulnerabilities
associated with specific sources, as well as from explicitly un/desired vulnerability described
earlier. In being unavoidable, the ambivalent vulnerability category captures aspects of inherent
vulnerability as defined by Mackenzie et al. [70] but does not speak to corporeal vulnerability in
its totality. By explicitly considering multiple valences of vulnerability, including alternatives to
undesired and desired, we can better discern how vulnerability varies across spaces and information
types (i.e., what is visible), how vulnerability valences inform identity visibility motivations, and how
interactions between social and technical dimensions of social media shape perceived vulnerability.

4.3.3 Desired Vulnerability. In addition to instances of undesired and ambivalent vulnerability,
participants acknowledged vulnerability that they considered desirable, were willing to assume,
and/or perceived as potentially benefitting themselves or others.
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Participants sometimes understood vulnerability broadly as desirable; this framing in turn
informed what information or identities they shared and with what intent. P2 (woman, bisexual,
White), for instance, clarified her perspective on vulnerability broadly:

I think being vulnerable can be a good word, I think. And a lot of people think it’s a bad
thing, but I think it’s actually really positive in most situations, if you’re consenting to
be vulnerable, and if there’s a purpose for you, and things like that, I would say I am
more vulnerable when I actually share.

As identified by P2, consent and control were important factors in determining whether vulnera-
bilities were desired or undesired. Sociotechnical environments influenced participants’ perceptions
of consent and control, which in turn influenced the valence they attributed to their own vulnera-
bility. For instance, some participants turned to secondary accounts with more insular audiences to
engage in desired vulnerability. P11 (non-binary, queer, Black) describes this, saying:

Because on my public [Instagram] I’m a very happy go lucky, cheery person. But on
my private Instagram, I feel like they actually know more about me. And that’s like,
what shines through because on there, I’ll tell them everything. I’ll be like, ‘My mom is
getting on my nerves, school’s getting on my nerves. I was in the hospital last week.
Like I’m just having a really hard time.’

By managing their content’s privacy and visibility, P11 created a space for authentic expression
and venting; this example suggests one way that desired vulnerability may yield beneficial outcomes,
such as catharsis or emotional validation [6, 18, 31, 52]. Whether vulnerability was understood
as desired was also intimately shaped by one’s identities and experiences. P13 (woman, bisexual,
Black), who lived with cancer, explained:

Yeah, I mean, for me, you know, being visible on social media really is a good thing.
And, you know, of course, I couldn’t have found that before the cancer diagnosis, you
know, and if it’s kind of too bad that it took getting cancer in order to get to that place,
but you know, [...] I have to figure that there are a lot of people who never get there,
you know, where they can totally be themselves.

In P13’s experience, the vulnerability associated with breast cancer reframed her understanding
of and desire to be vulnerable on social media. This experience resulted in P13’s practice of
intentional identity visibility on Facebook, which was associated with benefits such as social
support. Later, P13 related the experience of posting about the discomfort associated with feeling
that her independence was compromised due to rising anti-Black violence, explaining, “That’s
something that I feel was taken away from me, you know, and so I shared about that, and just received
lots of, lots of support.” Desired or consented-to vulnerability may thus be strategically enacted via
social media platforms to achieve outcomes ranging from social support exchange to clarification
of identities and experiences.
While enacted desired vulnerability enabled participants to reap social support benefits, they

were also able to support others via their representation of marginalized or stigmatized identities
and experiences. For example, P5 (man, queer, Asian/Hong Kong) used his Twitter account to
“harness that power, if you will, to make sure that not just, not just to represent myself, but also to
represent people who might share my different identities,” while P10 (woman, straight, Hispanic)
created YouTube videos about their skin condition because “it could be helpful to somebody else who’s
maybe going through the same thing.” Research shows that this form of vulnerable identity visibility
can facilitate social connection and support for those with stigmatized identities and experiences
[15]. Beyond identity specifically, leveraging vulnerability to facilitate a sense of connection, as
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Fig. 2. A conceptual feminist taxonomy of social media vulnerability. Terms followed by an asterisk (*) denote
conceptual categories we introduce in this work. Other conceptual categories are derived from Mackenzie et
al.’s [70] feminist taxonomy of vulnerability and Gilson’s [47] work on vulnerability.

described by P18 (woman, Latina/Mexican American), is critical in times of social isolation, such as
that exacerbated by the global COVID- 19 pandemic:

And I think because I’ve like been a little more vulnerable with what I’ve shared on
social media, it makes it so that, like, there are folks that will like pop in with just like a,
you know, ‘You’ve got this,’ like, ‘You’re doing a great job’ or with like, the latest thing
has been like, ‘Hey, like, we’re actually having a zoom meeting, like later this week, if
you want to jump on, and we’re just gonna like chit chat and catch up or whatever.’
And it’s like, ‘Yeah, let’s do it.’ Like, I want to be a part of that, like, social interaction,
even though we’re kind of limited right now.

In sum, conceiving vulnerability as sometimes desired helps us understand how individuals do
not only passively experience vulnerability but also deliberately and strategically enact it to achieve
personal, social, and societal goals. In attending to the particularities of social media contexts
and vulnerability as facilitating beneficial and harmful outcomes, the FSMV taxonomy extends
Mackenzie et al.’s [70] feminist taxonomy to social media. It also contributes a more nuanced
analysis of vulnerability sources, states, and valences, which are visualized in Figure 2 below.
Finally, our emphasis on identity visibility and self-revelation intimates how social positionality
further informs perceived vulnerability and how a feminist-informed taxonomy, such as the FSMV
taxonomy, may advance understanding of how social power interacts with and through social
media.
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5 DISCUSSION
This paper contributes the Feminist Social Media Vulnerability (FSMV) taxonomy. Through this
novel taxonomy, we make the following contributions:

• Conceptualize social media vulnerability in a way that (1) is grounded in feminist philosophy,
thereby expanding Mackenzie et al.’s feminist taxonomy [70] to the social media context
and accounting for observation as well as direct experience as informing vulnerability; (2)
draws on dialectical perspectives on disclosure, privacy, and self-presentation relevant to
social computing to consider conceptualizations of vulnerability beyond risk and harm; and
(3) accounts for sociotechnical spaces as both context and actor, thereby providing a unifying
framework for examining vulnerability on social media

• Reorient social media vulnerability as a condition of “openness to being affected by and
affecting others” [47] that facilitates a range of outcomes

• Challenge paternalistic determinations of vulnerability by explicitly situating perception
within vulnerability

• Introduce networked vulnerability as a state of vulnerability in sociotechnical contexts
• Introduce valence, including undesired, ambivalent, and desired, as a dimension of vulnerability

We expand on these contributions in the following sections.

5.1 Theoretical Contributions
Through the FSMV taxonomy, we define social media vulnerability as a condition of openness
that is (1) perceived through networked interactions, (2) perpetrated or enabled by individual and
sociotechnical actors (i.e., users and platforms), (3) informed by factors including identity, social
positionality, and stigma, and (4) may be perceived as un/desired or met with ambivalence by an
individual. The FSMV taxonomy contributes sociotechnical as a source, networked as a state, and
ambivalent and (un)desired as valences of vulnerability encountered (i.e., observed and experienced)
on social media. These additional categories draw on feminist framings of vulnerability as openness
[47, 86], aid in extending feminist taxonomic perspectives [70] to sociotechnical contexts, and move
toward a unified framework for examining disclosure, privacy, identity visibility, and harm on
social media.
By specifying sociotechnical as a source of vulnerability, in addition to pathogenic, we can

situate digital contexts as both enabling and perpetrating vulnerability [100]. While we borrow the
verbiage of platform-enabled and platform-perpetrated from Schoenebeck & Blackwell [100], it is
important to note that we transpose these terms to the context of vulnerability broadly instead of
harm specifically. Distinguishing between platforms as context and actors allows more nuanced
theorizing of vulnerability. Identifying platforms as actors that bear on vulnerability may contribute
to holding platforms accountable for vulnerability as harm and surface additional ways that platform
architecture upholds hierarchies of social power and oppression.

While prior work speaks to effects of the networked nature of social media (e.g., [6, 15, 20, 23, 45,
57, 72, 110]), our concept of networked vulnerability extends these perspectives to more explicitly
consider the role of individuals’ perception in vulnerability as well as to address the temporality
of vulnerability on social media. We argue that networked vulnerability expands vulnerability
beyond direct experience to consider the observed vulnerability of others as deeply influential to
the perceived vulnerability of the self; the perceived vulnerability of self in turn influences self-
presentation and identity visibility practices. We thus define networked vulnerability as a state in
which one’s perceived vulnerability is informed by and/or contributes to another’s. Furthermore, as
observation and perceived vulnerability inform behavior, we contend that networked vulnerability
blurs the boundaries between temporally-defined states of vulnerability, such as dispositional (i.e.,
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potential) and occurrent (i.e., experienced) vulnerability, as outlined by Mackenzie et al. [70]. While
vulnerability via observation can occur offline as well, we posit that the networked andmasspersonal
[81] nature of social media differs from offline contexts such that networked vulnerability on social
media warrants further attention.
Finally, in positioning valence as an attribute of social media vulnerability, we challenge asso-

ciations between vulnerability and harm/violence evident in prior theorization. In keeping with
a feminist critique of vulnerability, we argue for conceiving of vulnerability as a condition of
“openness” [47, 86] and facilitating a range of outcomes that include and extend beyond harm.
While the two concepts are often used interchangeably, and harm remains a central concern of
HCI scholarship, parsing out the two is fundamental to developing a more robust understanding of
vulnerability (and harm) as it plays out on social media. Harm is perceived broadly in HCI as an
undesirable outcome that varies in severity based on factors ranging from intent to scale [98] and,
more specifically, as a negative outcome that cannot be resisted [114]. Vulnerability, however, can
be more appropriately framed as openness to affecting/being affected that can result in (un)desired
outcomes (including harm) and can be strategically leveraged and/or managed (albeit to differ-
ent extents in part resulting from one’s social positionality). As previously noted, addressing the
severity of vulnerability is beyond this project’s scope. The addition of valence to vulnerability
also nods to the tension between risk and benefit that appears central in dialectical perspectives on
disclosure and privacy (e.g., [38, 87]) and further discourages alignment of vulnerability with solely
harm. This move has additional implications for social power and positionality in vulnerability
research, which we expand on in section 5.3.
Following Nickerson et al. [79], we assert that the proposed FMSV taxonomy reflects several

attributes of a useful taxonomy. The FMSV is concise in proposing only three dimensions of vulner-
ability (e.g., source, state, and valence); robust in that the included dimensions and characteristics
clearly differentiate experiences/types of vulnerability, holds space for understandings of vulner-
ability as desired, and considers social media platforms as actors and contexts with respect to
vulnerability; and explanatory in that the dimensions and characteristics may be used to better
understand experiences of vulnerability on social media. Put another way, experiences of vulnera-
bility may be located in the taxonomy [13, 79]. We acknowledge that whether the FMSV taxonomy
is comprehensive (i.e., “can classify all known objects within the domain under consideration”; [79])
and extendible (i.e., “allow[s] for inclusion of additional dimensions and new characteristics”; [79])
cannot be determined through this study alone. In building on Mackenzie et al.’s [70] feminist
taxonomy of vulnerability and drawing on interdisciplinary understandings of vulnerability and
harm, however, the FMSV provides a foundation through which experiences of vulnerability may
be analyzed and upon which additional dimensions, characteristics, and understandings of social
media vulnerability may be built.

5.2 Revisiting Applications of Vulnerability in HCI
Social computing work increasingly deploys the concept of vulnerability [10, 46, 73, 77, 106, 112].
More specifically, scholars invoke the concept of vulnerability to describe “vulnerable populations,”
both in terms of the challenges they face in sociotechnical contexts and in the challenges researchers
face in engaging with them. For instance, scholars suggest that working with vulnerable populations
necessitates attention to ethics and privacy in research design in a way that less vulnerable
populations do not, and posit ethical questions researchers should ask of ourselves as we work
with these populations [10]. However, insights from the FSMV taxonomy could help researchers
more productively frame these populations and their challenges. First, the “vulnerable population”
framing assumes that certain groups are inherently vulnerable (implying that others are not). This
deterministic assumption becomes problematic when coupled with framings of vulnerability as
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synonymous with harm [74, 98, 100]. The FSMV taxonomy challenges the designation of social
groups as inherently and perpetually vulnerable to harm by acknowledging both that (1) all humans
experience innate or inherent vulnerability as an aspect of human nature and (2) certain situational
factors (including sociotechnical ones) can inhibit or exacerbate inherent vulnerabilities. These
acknowledgments aid in maintaining focus on the social and situational factors that influence
vulnerability, avoid paternalistic interpretations of vulnerability, and—in reframing vulnerability to
refer to an ambivalent condition of openness—creates space for individual agency and resistance
within vulnerability. Moreover, this framing of vulnerability implores all researchers—not just
those working with populations deemed vulnerable by external entities like Institutional Review
Boards—to explicitly grapple with questions of ethics and privacy in their research endeavors above
and beyond fulfillment of longstanding benchmarks like the Belmont Principles [113].
Further, in emphasizing perception in vulnerability, the FSMV taxonomy highlights individual

experience as a factor that shapes perceptions and experiences of vulnerability. In attending to
individual sensemaking and perception of vulnerability, the FSMV taxonomy acknowledges how
social position and identity (and stigma and stereotypes, by extension) bear on individual perception.
We argue that acknowledging both individual perception and social context as influences on social
media vulnerability contributes to greater nuance and depth in analyses and advances the potential
for a critical understanding of vulnerability. Thus, rather than framing a population at large as
vulnerable, alternative framings, such as that offered by the FSMV taxonomy, can better account
for the individual, situational, and often systemic factors that play prominent roles in shaping
experiences of vulnerability on social media.

We suggest that CSCW researchers working with “vulnerable populations” consider specifying
on what dimensions these populations experience vulnerability. Doing so would aid in (1) avoiding
paternalistic and deterministic labeling of entire populations as vulnerable, and (2) understanding
what specifically factors into individuals’ and populations’ experiences with vulnerability. Addi-
tionally, attending to how individuals valence vulnerability, as is facilitated by the FMSV, deepens
our understanding of behavior on, and in interactions with, social media. Insights into salient
dimensions, sociotechnical contexts (e.g., affordances, algorithmic systems, platform perceptions),
and valences of vulnerability may be leveraged in design to mitigate undesired vulnerability without
constraining users’ abilities to strategically leverage vulnerability in desired ways.
We also advocate that CSCW researchers could leverage the specific dimensions of networked

vulnerability in future work. Rather than considering vulnerability as a phenomenon that solely
emanates from direct and harmful interpersonal interactions, researchers should be open to the
ways in which the networked nature of social media can facilitate more vicarious experiences of
vulnerability. Finally, this taxonomy can help us understand vulnerability not just as a phenomenon
that exists in interpersonal interactions (as is typically considered in disclosure literature) or
interactions with platforms (which is typically considered in privacy and security literature) but as
a multidimensional phenomenon encompassing interactions with and on social media.

5.3 Power and Social Position within Vulnerability
We ground our proposed taxonomy in feminist theory to further embed considerations of power and
oppression within vulnerability. Although we adopt the view that vulnerability is more productively
framed as ambivalent than as synonymous with risk and harm, we maintain that identity and social
power deeply inform experiences (including harm) and perceptions of social media vulnerability.
Our analysis identifies some of these connections between vulnerability and power.
Within the sociotechnical source category, particularly concerning platform-enabled vulner-

abilities, we (and others [91, 100]) note that the features and affordances of social media that
enable finding and connecting with others may be leveraged to maintain the same power dynamics
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that exist in offline interactions. Regardless of identity and background, participants shared the
perception that vulnerability was endemic to all social media. That said, the perception and, in some
cases, the reputation of certain platform userbases as prejudiced toward particular identities (e.g.,
Reddit users as misogynistic) influenced which identities participants chose to make visible and
where. Further, participants’ comments regarding shadowbanning illustrate algorithmic symbolic
annihilation [7, 61] and intimate how platforms as actors further shape user behavior. Engaging
social media users’ perceptions of vulnerability can aid in illuminating the intersecting social,
technical, and procedural/governance factors and subtle power dynamics that inform platform
adoption and disuse as well as online community development and dissolvement. Scholarship has
acknowledged that identity, particularly socioeconomic identity, can influence platform adoption
and abandonment/non-use (e.g., [16, 53, 54]). The FSMV taxonomy contributes to this body of
work by providing a framework through which sources of and influences on vulnerability can
be identified and analyzed through a social positionality lens. Perhaps more importantly, beyond
binary understandings of adoption and abandonment, attention to experiences of vulnerability
as we propose offers insights into gradations in use patterns and behaviors that inform and are
informed by perceived and experienced vulnerability.
As shown in connection to networked vulnerability, individuals do not need to directly expe-

rience vulnerability on social media to be affected by it. Observing others being vulnerable and
outcomes thereof can inform perceptions of one’s own vulnerability and/or constitute harm (as
works such as [23] also argue). Participants reported self-silencing, feeling as if they did not belong,
and feeling unsafe without directly experiencing consequences to vulnerability. While our intent is
not to advocate for complete self-visibility on social media, the fact that participants felt unsafe
sharing their gender, sexuality, and political identities within their networks speaks to the myriad
connections between visibility, vulnerability, identity, and power on social media. Accounting for
observed/networked vulnerability in research areas such as online harm, harassment, destigmatiza-
tion, and self-presentation can further illuminate the social ramifications of individual behavior
online.
While research points to experiences of harassment (or occurrent pathogenic vulnerability,

according to the FSMV taxonomy) as influential to subsequent platform use and withdrawal [28],
we argue that focusing only on occurrent vulnerability and neglecting networked vulnerability
paints an incomplete picture of how vulnerability and/or harmful interactions shape individuals’
self-presentation decisions on social media. Networked vulnerability posits that online harm is
sometimes enacted but often a vicarious experience, which (1) can expand scholars’ conceptual
understanding of the scope and impact of online harassment and undesired vulnerability, and
(2) can encourage scholars to think about the kinds of remediating practices that can effectively
redress not only occurrent, but also undesired networked vulnerability online. While Schoenebeck
et al. [101] draw from justice theories to highlight the remediation preferences of those who
directly experienced harassment, expanding our view and considering the preferences of those who
experience vicarious harm through the networked nature of social media can potentially unearth a
more comprehensive array of social and technological mechanisms for redressing harm on a large
scale.
In framing vulnerability as openness to affecting/being affected, the FSMV taxonomy may

similarly be used in projects that consider how mechanisms of networked vulnerability may be
leveraged to foster beneficial and social outcomes, such as destigmatization. Our inclusion of
valence as a dimension of social media vulnerability highlights the potential for social media to not
only reinforce social hierarchies and interpersonal violence, but also to challenge these outcomes
through leveraging visibility and vulnerability to validate others, forge connection, and facilitate
social support.
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In combination, our findings and resulting taxonomy suggest ways that power and vulnerability
interact at individual levels, how individuals may leverage vulnerability to challenge power and
enact resistance, and how power and vulnerability interact and act on social levels.

5.4 Implications for Design and Platforms
Our analysis and development of the FMSV taxonomy have several implications for social media
design, including the need for more granular controls over content and profile visibility, default
privacy settings, and content consumption; within discussion of granularity, we point to the
importance of temporality in control. We also reflect on implications of the FSMV for platforms
and platform governance.

5.4.1 Granular controls over content and profile visibility over time. Findings regarding sociotechni-
cal sources of vulnerability underscore a need for more granular user controls over content and
profile visibility and the degree to which networked and non-networked others can interact with
one’s content and profile. Participants in this study expressed concern regarding non-networked
others being able to find and respond to content in unexpected ways, as well as regarding exposing
others to their own desired vulnerability without others’ consent. Finer control over (1) privacy
settings, such as the ability to easily toggle between public and private accounts and individual
posts and (2) audience, including who may reply to or share content, may assuage users’ concerns
about undesired sociotechnical and networked vulnerability. The need for more granular visibility
and interaction settings is echoed in research conducted with marginalized social media users
[32, 50].

We additionally suggest that allowing settings to persist over time by default—such as allowing
content posted when a user had their account set to private to remain private by default if one
switches to a public profile—would provide greater control over un/desired vulnerability. Recent
work suggests that users engage in laborious strategies such as deleting past content and soft
blocking when switching from private to public accounts on Twitter [62]. Our participants also
reported deleting past content when the audience it reaches is misaligned with the poster’s imagined
audience (e.g., P5 who tweeted about popular YouTuber PewDiePie). Moreover, our participants
described the adoption of both public and private accounts on social media as facilitating desired
vulnerability (e.g., P2 who created a private Instagram account for kink-related content). Honoring
the privacy setting under which a particular piece of content was posted, even when one switches
account settings, may (1) offset some of the labor involved in attempts to minimize one’s potential
for experiencing undesired vulnerability on social media, and (2) enable users to more easily create
the kinds of social media environments that facilitate enactment of desired vulnerability.

5.4.2 Granular control over content consumption. Our explication of networked vulnerability
indicates the potential for finer user control over content users consume, above and beyond control
over what content users produce. Participants suggested that consumption of content that espoused
negativity, hate, and harassment to others holding a similar identity as them influenced their
experience of vulnerability on social media (e.g., P17 who described the “pussy pass” subreddit).
Greater control over what kinds of content a user consumes and when they consume it may help
to curb undesired vulnerability. Features such as disabling video auto-play by default, bolstering
content warning systems, and increasing similar proactive indicators of sensitive content may aid in
reducing undesired networked vulnerability. Previous research on visibility control supports these
notions, as perceived control appears to influence where social media users choose to be visible
[18, 116] and how [4, 8, 21, 67, 109]. Additionally, designers could make it easier for individuals to
curate a more human-centered news feed [6] by selecting topics that they are/are not interested in
seeing at particular times in the day/week. Given the alignment between dialectic perspectives on
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online disclosure and vulnerability as openness, as we suggest in this paper, we argue that greater
control over visibility extends to allowing social media users to create spaces, including through
content curation, for desired vulnerability.

5.4.3 Holding platforms responsible. Emphasis on user controls and consent, however, does not
diminish the responsibility of platforms/social media companies for harm the platform itself
perpetrates against users. Indeed, in positioning platforms and algorithmic systems as actors as well
as contexts, the FMSV taxonomy highlights platforms as a source of vulnerability. Holding space for
platforms as actors is significant in that the FMSV may be used to identify how platforms—through
design changes, defaults, and policies—affect (i.e., contribute to or ameliorate) user vulnerability (and
with what valence). While holding platforms accountable for vulnerability is not the focus of this
paper, we note, however, that being able to identify actors (including platforms) as responsible for
undesired vulnerability is a necessary step in holding such actors accountable and redressing harm.
In drawing on feminist philosophical framings of vulnerability that are grounded in understandings
of vulnerability as resistance against oppression, as well as understandings of online harm that
similarly identify platforms as potential perpetrators (i.e., [100]), we argue that the FMSV may
be used in conjunction with and to further trauma-informed approaches to computing, including
affirmative consent frameworks [56] and alternative justice models of platform governance [100].
In other words, the FMSV may be used—by platforms and social media users—to locate platforms
as actors and contextual influences on vulnerability (in accordance with [13, 79]) and in a way that
is compatible with these burgeoning approaches to platform governance and accountability.

5.5 Reflections and Future Possibilities
While we purposefully recruited a sample that embodied diverse and sometimes multiply marginal-
ized social identities, we did not employ an intersectional analysis [99], which could elucidate
further mechanisms of or additional taxonomic categories of vulnerability. Future research may
assess and refine the FSMV taxonomy in connection with specific intersections of identities and/or
experiences.

Additionally, we intentionally recruited U.S.-based social media users to provide amore consistent
context of identity-informed social positionality, power, and marginality. Future research should
explore how our findings may extend to or be challenged in social and cultural contexts beyond what
we studied. Recent work suggests that perceptions of the severity of harmful content online differ
based on national context [59]; understanding how these national contexts influence perceptions
of vulnerability online more broadly constitute a worthwhile avenue for future research and might
allow further expansion of the FSMV taxonomy.

Moreover, there are ample opportunities to explore social media vulnerability using an amalga-
mation of research methods, including but not limited to surveys to assess the generalizability of our
findings and validate our proposed taxonomy, and ethnographic work to understand vulnerability
in practice in social media spaces.

We also acknowledge that, although grounded in feminist philosophy, we do not engage in- depth
with vulnerability’s ethical and moral dimensions. In situating vulnerability in a critical, feminist
framework, Mackenzie et al. [70], for instance, pose the question, “Who bears responsibility for
vulnerability?” In social media contexts, as elucidated by our findings, we posit that responsibility
could fall to various parties, including individual users, platforms themselves, and policymakers.
We encourage researchers to engage with this question in future vulnerability theory-building.
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6 CONCLUSION
We contribute the Feminist Social Media Vulnerability (FSMV) taxonomy, which extends and
complicates prior work on vulnerability rooted in face-to-face interactions. While prior taxonomies
of vulnerability invoke categories like sources and states that extend to social media environments,
the sociotechnical dynamics of these environments necessitate new subcategories, such as sociotech-
nical situational sources of vulnerability and the state of networked vulnerability—categories we
identify through our analysis. Our findings additionally reveal the salience of valence in perceived
vulnerability and demonstrate how conceptualizations of vulnerability can move beyond risk and
harm to contend with the ways that social media vulnerability presents as openness and may be
regarded as ambivalent, desirable, and undesirable.
We define social media vulnerability as a condition of openness that is (1) perceived through

networked interactions, (2) perpetrated or enabled by individual and sociotechnical actors (i.e., users
and platforms including algorithms and affordances), (3) informed by factors including identity,
social positionality, and stigma, and (4) may be perceived as un/desired or met with ambivalence by
an individual. Overall, this taxonomy builds on and extends feminist philosophy, communication,
and social computing literature to parse out the disparate experiences of vulnerability faced by
different individuals and social groups with varying proximity to power and root vulnerability
within individuals’ lived experiences and sensemaking thereof. We propose the FSMV as a unifying
taxonomy that can inform future more systematic and nuanced investigations of vulnerability and
social media both in scholarship (and thus facilitating comparisons and synthesis across studies) and
design explorations. Future research may use this taxonomy to interrogate the ethics of social media
vulnerability, asking and answering questions around who bears responsibility for vulnerability
and for mitigating undesired vulnerability. Finally, designers may leverage these findings to develop
social media features that give users finer control over content and profile visibility, default privacy
settings, and content consumption.
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